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Abstract: Electric power wheelchairs (EPWs) enhance the mobility capability of the elderly and the
disabled, while the human-machine interaction (HMI) determines how well the human intention will
be precisely delivered and how human-machine system cooperation will be efficiently conducted.
A bibliometric quantitative analysis of 1154 publications related to this research field, published
between 1998 and 2020, was conducted. We identified the development status, contributors, hot
topics, and potential future research directions of this field. We believe that the combination of
intelligence and humanization of an EPW HMI system based on human-machine collaboration is an
emerging trend in EPW HMI methodology research. Particular attention should be paid to evaluating
the applicability and benefits of the EPW HMI methodology for the users, as well as how much it
contributes to society. This study offers researchers a comprehensive understanding of EPW HMI
studies in the past 22 years and latest trends from the evolutionary footprints and forward-thinking
insights regarding future research.

Keywords: EPW driving; HMI methodology; bibliometric analysis; research status; emerging trends

1. Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), globally, 75 million people
needed a wheelchair by 2018 [1]. Moreover, due to the aging population and the growth
of noncommunicable diseases, the need for wheelchairs is increasing. The electric power
wheelchair (EPW), as an assistive device for mobility, may enhance the mobility capability
and experience of the elderly or the disabled. The EPW human-machine interaction
(HMI) methodology, referring to the two-way information exchange of various symbols
and actions between the user and the EPW system, plays a key role in EPW design.
Although conventional manual control, such as joysticks, dominates the HMI methodology
in commercial EPWs, other multimodal HMIs had been persistently studied in research
and potentially contend for the leading role over conventional ways.

HMI is an essential technology, especially for the EPW. With the rising need for better
life quality for all, there has been an increasing demand for affordability, ease of use, safety,
and humanization for the EPW and its HMI. Vigorous development of autonomous ground
vehicle and multimodal perception technology has led to an upgrade of the potential of the
human-machine system’s capability and accordingly the driving behavior. Moreover, it
has gradually transformed, from an assistive equipment to carry people here and there,
to a hybrid human-machine collaboration partner with diverse merits from the aspects of
extended functionality, usability, feasibility, and social-technology. In most cases, the HMI
defines how people cooperate with the EPW; the effectiveness can affect the adoption of
the entire system, or even impact the overall success or failure of an EPW. Therefore, it is
important to conduct the HMI research for the EPW, since the dedication on HMI implies
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not only the positive attitude regarding the latest advances in perception and information
conveying technology but also the understanding of users and their needs.

Due to the advent of powerful low-cost computer equipment, an expanding applica-
tion and in-depth research of HMI technology, the development of robotics, and growing
recognition of the needs and potential of the disabled, more attention has been focused
on the study of EPW HMI methodology, and numerous academic outputs have been
published accordingly. These studies apply the latest progress in technology or human-
centered design frameworks to conduct direct and in-depth investigations into specific
EPW HMI scenarios. Therefore, a systematic analysis that presents an overview of the
evolving research over the past few decades and conveys the latest progresses of EPW HMI
is essential. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is still a lack of more systematic
quantitative review work on the EPW HMI. Thus, this paper concentrates on conducting a
visualized bibliometric analysis of academic publications from the Web of Science (WOS)
to determine the development status, contributors, hot topics, and latest trends.

The contributions of this work are listed as follows:

(1) To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first up-to-date systematical review
work on relevant HMIs for the EPW which is essential in the EPW human-machine
loop and socio-technical meaning.

(2) This work interprets the EPW HMI objective quantitative bibliometric analysis, which
differs from the conventional qualitative review. It presents and analyzes the essen-
tial aspects of the corresponding bibliometrics, including Journal co-citation map,
collaboration-ship, co-authorship, co-citation-ship of author and references, and key-
words’ co-occurrence-ship.

(3) This work focuses not only on the aspects of engineering and intelligence, but also
includes relevant works from the field of socio-technical system design and interaction
design. Compared with review works from a purely engineering viewpoint, our work
is solid regarding interdisciplinary research and cooperation.

As shown in Figure 1, the remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next
section, we provide a literature review about EPW HMI methodology. Then, we describe
the data collection procedure and analysis methods. Next, we present the main results of
the bibliometric analysis and a discussion of the findings. Finally, we conclude the key
findings and explain the contributions and limitations of this work.
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2. Literature Review on EPW HMI Methodology

Due to the advancement of speech recognition, pupil detection, computer vision,
electro-ophthalmogram (EOG), electroencephalogram (EEG), and electromyography (EMG)
technologies, there are numerous academic reports on EPW HMI research. Cooper et al.
compared the isometric joystick with a conventional position-sensitive joystick during
a driving task in a virtual environment and a real environment. The isometric joystick
converts the force vector exerted by the operator’s hand into the magnitude and direction
of the input, having the possible advantage of reducing the cognitive overhead normally
required to monitor joint orientations and torques plus the inertia generated by the mobile
limb. Their study found that performance with an isometric joystick and a conventional
position-sensing joystick was similar while performing selected driving tasks in both
virtual and real environments, supporting additional testing of the isometric joystick
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as an interface device [2]. Barea et al. introduced an EOG-based eye control method
that can be used to guide and control wheelchairs [3]. By combining EOG and EMG
technologies, Tsui et al. proposed an EPW hands-free control system that can analyze EMG
signals of eyebrow movement and EOG signals of eye movement and convert them into
steering control commands (forward, left, right, etc.) for wheelchair driving [4]. Faria
et al. used voice commands, facial expressions, head movements, and joysticks as main
inputs to control wheelchairs through a flexible multimodal interactive interface. They
evaluated the use of the smart wheelchair (SW) in real and simulated environments to
demonstrate its practicability and usability [5]. Grewal et al. introduced a new type of
automatic wheelchair with a sip-and-puff (SnP) user interface, which can alleviate users’
fatigue compared with traditional SnP-controlled wheelchairs [6]. Kim et al. applied
the tongue drive system (TDS) to drive the wheelchair, giving people with severe motor
impairment access to a computer and a wheelchair. They proved that the TDS has a better
performance in terms of speed and accuracy than the SnP system [7,8]. Iturrate introduced
a non-invasive brain-powered wheelchair using a P300 neurophysiological protocol and
automated navigation [9]. Long et al. introduced the hybrid brain-computer interface (BCI)
to solve the problem of previous BCI systems not providing the multiple independent
control signals needed for the continuous control of wheelchairs. The hybrid BCI provides
control commands with higher accuracy for users [10]. These studies prove the usability of
EPW driving for severely disabled people, improving the mobility experience of users and
helping the disabled and the elderly achieve self-independence.

There are also some reviews of HMI methods for EPWs. Lebedev reported that brain-
machine interfaces (BMIs) have undergone rapid development in recent years and have a
broad range of clinical goals, in addition to enhancing normal brain functions [11]. Phiny-
omark et al. reviewed the latest EMG-controlled EPW technologies and various EMG-based
control methods and summarized the achievements of EMG [12]. Simpson et al. summa-
rized the current technical status of SWs and the direction of future research. Leaman et al.
gave a complete overview of the research trends in SWs, including input methods [13,14].
They integrated and analyzed numerous individual studies. Most, however, were expert
dependent, and, to a certain degree, this individual preference leads to a lack of objective,
systematic quantitative analysis in this field. Thus, this paper concentrates on filling the
gap in EPW HMI methodology research by performing a visualized bibliometric analysis
of academic publications in this field.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Collection

The bibliometric records were retrieved from the WOS, which is considered an ideal
data source for bibliometric investigations, with approximately 12,000 worldwide leading
journals [15]. We arbitrarily chose the leading core database from the WOS. Specifically,
the citation indexes used were the Science Citation Index Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED), the
Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), the Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI), the
Conference Proceedings Citation Index—Science (CPCI-S), and the Conference Proceedings
Citation Index—Social Science and Humanities (CPCI-SSH) of the WOS Core Collection.
The data retrieval strategy used the following keywords for the period of 1998–2020:
TS = (Wheelchair * control OR Wheelchair* driving) AND (Interaction OR Interface). To be
specific, the criteria are submitted via regular expressions via advanced filtering, a search
engine of Web of Science that allows using field identifiers, Boolean operators, parentheses,
and search result sets to create search expressions, while the nonrelated subjects in terms of
research area and research practice are occluded. The data were retrieved on 26 October
2020. As a result, 1154 publications on EPW HMI methodology research were collected.

As shown in Table 1, the 1154 publications identified five types of documents, among
which proceeding papers (662) are the most frequently used document type, accounting
for 57.37% of the total publications. These are followed by articles (451), accounting for
39.08% of the search results. Other document types include reviews (38, 3.29%), letters
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(2, 0.17%), and meeting abstracts (1, 0.09%). The most cited article is “How Many People
Are Able to Control a P300-Based Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)?”. The article mentions
the application of EEG-based brain-computer systems in controlling external devices,
such as computers, wheelchairs, or virtual environments [16]. The most cited review
is “Combining Brain-Computer Interfaces and Assistive Technologies: State-of-the-Art
and Challenges”. In this paper, Millan et al. reviewed four application areas where the
disabled can greatly benefit from BCI technology: communication and control, motor
substitution, entertainment, and motor recovery. Among them, applications in the field of
motor substitution include helping users move by directly controlling wheelchairs using
the brain or by mentally driving remote mobile robots equipped with obstacle avoidance
sensors [17].

The search results were exported with “Full records and Full contents” stored in “txt”
format as the input source for CiteSpace.

Table 1. Document types for publications referencing electric power wheelchair (EPW) human-
machine interaction (HMI) methodology.

Ranking Type Count (%)

1 Proceeding paper 662 (57.37)
2 Article 451 (39.08)
3 Review 38(3.29)
4 Letter 2 (0.17)
5 Meeting abstract 1 (0.09)

3.2. Analysis Methods

For the objectivity of research results, we used bibliometric methods and CiteSpace
software to provide guidance for analysis in the research field through visual information.
Bibliometrics is a method of quantitatively analyzing publications using mathematics and
statistics. It has been widely used to analyze influential journals, countries, institutions,
authors, research hotspots, and frontier trends in many research fields, such as ecological
engineering, environmental science, and medicine [18–21]. Several software packages
have been used in the past for bibliometric analysis, each with different capabilities and
limitations. Some of the most popular tools include Publish or Perish, CiteSpace, HistCite,
and BibExcel [22]. CiteSpace was chosen for this study due to its convenience to identify
hidden information through network patterns, such as finding research hotspots and fast-
growing areas. Its co-occurrence map of authors, institutions, countries, and keywords
and the co-citation map of cited journals, authors, and references can be used to explore
the associations between authors, institutions, and countries and analyze contributors,
landmarks, hot topics, and research frontiers in a particular research field. The visual map
obtained by CiteSpace bibliometric analysis is composed of nodes and links. The links
represent the cooperation/co-occurrence or citation relationships between the elements
represented by the nodes. The size of the nodes reflects the number of publications or
frequency (i.e., citation count). Nodes with a larger centrality, represented by purple on
the node ring, are more likely to become key nodes in the network. The different colors of
nodes and lines represent different years [23–25].

The parameters of CiteSpace were set as follows: time slicing (1998–2020), years per slice
(1), term source (all selection), node types (cited journal, country, institution, author, cited
author, reference, keyword), selection criteria (threshold C(citation threshold) = (2, 2, 20),
CC(co-citation threshold) = (4, 3, 20), CCV(co-citation coefficient threshold) = (4, 3, 20)/
(2, 2, 20)), and visualization (cluster view/time zone view).

4. Bibliometric Results and Discussion

The progression of documents related to EPW HMI methodology, published from
1998 to 2020, is shown in Figure 2. The number of publications has reached a plateau at
approximately 95 publications per year in recent years, more than six times the average
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number of publications from 1998 to 2006. Since the development of HMI-related technol-
ogy, the advent of powerful low-cost computer equipment, and growing recognition of
the needs and potential of the disabled, more studies related to EPW HMI methodology
are ongoing.

The number of publications gets doubled from 2007/2008 to 2012/2013, and continu-
ous to grow after. Nowadays, we observe that the low-cost mobile computing terminal
and artificial-intelligence-powered autonomous driving technology have gained enormous
attention by the field, and as there starts to arise more studies regarding autonomous
driving for ubiquitous travel motors, EPW is among the most promising due to its unique
properties, such as having a high priority for driving, being pedestrian sidewalk drive-able,
and having no license plate required in most countries.

There were two sharp increases in the number of publications after 2006 and 2011 and
a sharp dip in 2020. We believe that the first jump may have been due to the development of
BCI technology and the prosperity of brain-controlled wheelchair studies, while the second
jump was because of neurophysiological protocol applications, algorithm optimization,
and control strategy progress. We also suspect that the decline in the publication number
in 2020 may be due to publication delays.
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4.1. Mapping and Analysis by Journal

Knowledge mapping can provide information about professional journals related to a
specific research field and thus facilitate researchers to find the key literature. A journal
co-citation map with journal co-citation frequency and centrality was used in this study to
find influential journals that contributed the most to EPW HMI methodology research.

As shown in Figure 3, 275 different journals from the fields of computer science,
biomedical engineering, robotics, rehabilitation and medical engineering, neural engineer-
ing, and mathematics were found, indicating that the research and development of EPW
HMI methodology is an interdisciplinary problem. In Figure 3, nodes represent the cited
situation of journals, the larger the node, the higher frequency of citation of the journal.

Furthermore, five journal sets with co-citation counts of over 248 and five journal sets
with a centrality of over 0.10 are listed in Table 2. The journal statistics in Figure 3 and
Table 2 reveal the journals that have the most publications and contribute the most to the
field: IEEE T Neur Sys Reh is the most prominent, with 469 co-citations, followed by IEEE
T Bio-Med Eng (365), Clin Neurophysiol (272), J Rehabil Res Dev (263), and J Neural Eng
(248). In terms of centrality, J Rehabil Res Dev has the highest centrality (0.19), and articles
in it have been cited since 1999. Other journals with high centrality are IEEE Eng Med
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Biol (0.14), IEEE Robot Autom Mag (0.13), Arch Phys Med Rehab (0.11), and IEEE T Neur
Sys Reh (0.10). IEEE T Neur Sys Reh is a publication of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine
and Biology Society, with broad subjective terms, including biomedical engineering and
physical and rehabilitation medicine. J Rehabil Res Dev particularly focuses on physical
and rehabilitation medicine, self-help devices, and rehabilitation research and development.
These two journals, both of which have a high co-citation count and high centrality, were
identified as influential journals and play an important role in EPW HMI methodology
research. They tend to play an important role in research by providing a substantial
reference to the scholars focusing on EPW HMI methodology.
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Table 2. Top five co-cited journals related to EPW HMI methodology research in terms of co-citation counts and centrality.

Ranking Co-Citation Count Co-Cited Journal Impact Factor Centrality Co-Cited Journal Impact Factor

1 469 IEEE T Neur Sys Reh 4.003 0.19 J Rehabil Res Dev 2.235
2 365 IEEE T Bio-Med Eng 4.820 0.14 IEEE Eng Med Biol 1.526
3 272 Clin Neurophysiol 3.657 0.13 IEEE Robot Autom Mag 4.615
4 263 J Rehabil Res Dev 2.235 0.11 Arch Phys Med Rehab 3.690
5 248 J Neural Eng 4.473 0.10 IEEE T Neur Sys Reh 4.003

Impact factor: average impact factor (5 years).

4.2. Mapping and Analysis by Country and Institution

It is easy to find leading productive countries and active research teams involved
in EPW HMI methodology research worldwide using a country and institution analysis.
According to our database from Table 3, the United States with the biggest circle is the
most productive country, with 240 publications, followed by China (134), Japan (98), and
the UK (70).

The institution collaboration network consisted of 85 institutions and 49 collaboration
links from 1998 to 2020 (Figure 4). The top 10 institutions that made the majority of
contributions to the total output are listed in Table 4. A strong collaboration offers hints
that two or more institutions are more likely to keep steady research investments to the
specified fields. The Georgia Institute of Technology is the most contributive institute, with
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29 publications, and cooperates with other institutions, namely Northwestern University
and the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago. The United States is the largest contributor to
EPW HMI methodology research, with five institutions: the Georgia Institute of Technology,
the University of Pittsburgh, Northwestern University, the Rehabilitation Institute of
Chicago, and the University of South Florida, ranked 1, 3, 4, 7, and 8, respectively. China
is another contributing country, with three institutions: the South China University of
Technology, the Beijing Institute of Technology, and the Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Corresponding to the result of the performance of countries and institution, it is showing
that the USA is the largest contributor in the research of EPW HMI methodology with a
leading position. Additionally, other countries, such as China, Japan, the UK, India, are
very important complements to promote the developments.

These results may be as sociated with the introduction of policy and legislation, the
establishment of disabled persons’ organizations and institutions, and the implementation
of disabled assistance schemes and programs in these countries. Alternative funding
schemes, such as governmental subsidies and low-interest-rate loan programs, would help
the disabled obtain appropriate wheelchairs in the United States [26]. The Fourteenth
Five-Year Plan of China proposes research topics in the field of assistive devices for the
disabled, including foldable, portable electric wheelchairs [27]. A key piece of legislation
in the UK is the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) of 1995, which is loosely associated
with building regulations to widen doorways for wheelchair access [28].

Table 3. Top 10 countries involved in EPW HMI methodology research.

Ranking Country Publications Centrality

1 United States 240 0.01
2 China 134 0.01
3 Japan 98 0.07
4 UK 70 0.20
5 India 59 0.17
6 South Korea 41 0
7 Spain 36 0
8 France 34 0.27
9 Italy 31 0.11
10 Canada 29 0.02
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Table 4. Top 10 institutions involved in EPW HMI methodology research.

Ranking Institution Country Publications Centrality

1 Georgia Institute of Technology United States 29 0
2 South China University of Technology China 27 0.05
3 University of Pittsburgh United States 27 0.02
4 Northwestern University United States 18 0
5 École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne Switzerland 13 0
6 Beijing Institute of Technology China 9 0
7 Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago United States 7 0
8 University of South Florida United States 6 0
9 Universidad de Málaga Spain 6 0

10 Chinese Academy of Sciences China 5 0.04

4.3. Mapping and Analysis by Author and Citied Author

Knowledge mapping provides information related to potential collaborators and
productive and influential researchers. The co-author map contributing to EPW HMI
methodology research is presented in Figure 5, with 136 authors and 216 collaboration
links. The size of the circle represents the number of publications, and circles of the same
color represent authors of the same cluster. According to Figure 5, many researchers tend to
cooperate with a relatively stable group of collaborators to generate several major clusters.
Several collaborations among Y. Q. Li, J. Y. Long, H. T. Wang, and T. Y. Yu; Y. Q. Li, Q. Y.
Huang, and S. H. He; M. Ghovanloo, M. N. Sahadat, F. P. Kong; and M. Ghovanloo, X. L.
Huo, and J. Wang were observed from the chains among them in Figure 5.

The top 10 most productive authors are listed in Table 5. Y. Q. Li, evidently, is the
most productive researcher in the field of EPW HMI methodology, based at the South
China University of Technology in China, focusing on brain-controlled wheelchairs. He
proposed a hybrid BCI system combining the mu rhythm and the P300 potential based on
motor images for simulated wheelchair direction control. A hybrid BCI system combining
P300 and the steady-state visual potential (SSVEP) was developed to enhance real-time
asynchronous wheelchair control. In addition, a novel HMI based on eye movement was
proposed for wheelchair control: the graphical user interface (GUI) includes 13 flashing
buttons, and the user inputs control commands by blinking in sync with button flashes [29–31].
M. Ghovanloo is another productive researcher, with 15 publications in our database. He
has worked on tongue-drive-assistive technology and implantable medical devices for
over 10 years. He was an editorial board member for the IEEE Transaction on Biomedical
Circuits and Systems and IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering. Collaborating
with J. Kim et al., he found that the TDS has faster speed and higher accuracy than
traditional assistive technologies such as SnP [7,8,32,33]. Cooperating with X. L. Huo et al.,
he developed a customized interface circuit with an external TDS prototype for EPW
driving [34]. Collaborating with M. N. Sahadato et al., he proposed a support vector
machine based on linear accounting for high TDS computational efficiency and independent
device control [35].

The author co-citation map related to EPW HMI methodology research from 1998
to 2020 is shown in Figure 6, with 238 nodes and 1447 co-citation links. Table 6 lists the
top five authors with co-citation counts greater than 111 or a centrality greater than 0.13.
J. R. Wolpaw, at the Laboratory for Neural Injury and Repair, New York State Department
of Health, with the biggest circle in Figure 6, is the most influential researcher due to
his high co-citation counts, focusing on the development of BCI for people with mobility
impairment [36–38]. In terms of centrality, the top five authors are R. Barea, M. Mazo, G.
Bourhis, R. A. Cooper, and B. Rebsamen. R. Barea proposed a modular eye control method
based on EOG for meeting the mobile and communication needs of specific users. He
also developed an EOG eye model based on wavelet transform and neural networks for
HMI, which generated acceptable manipulative drifts for long term usage [3,39,40]. These
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analyses of the performance of authors show the most active and fruitful authors in the
field in quantity of publications.
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Table 6. Top 5 co-cited authors involved in EPW HMI methodology research in terms of co-citation
count and centrality.

Ranking Co-Citation
Count Cited Author Centrality Cited Author

1 220 J. R. Wolpaw 0.35 R. Barea
2 159 B. Rebsamen 0.29 M. Mazo
3 146 G. Pfurtscheller 0.27 G. Bourhis
4 132 I. Iturrate 0.18 R. A. Cooper
5 111 F. Galan 0.13 B. Rebsamen

4.4. Mapping and Analysis by Reference

Reference analysis examines the network of co-cited references to obtain key articles
contributing to the field of EPW HMI methodology. The most cited articles are usually
considered landmarks due to their ground-breaking contributions [41]. Figure 7 shows
the reference co-citation map consisting of 152 references cited and 612 co-citation links
from 1998 to 2020. Table 7 outlines the top 10 most cited references with a co-citation count
of over 30. The author co-citation map indicates information, which is different from the
reference co-citation map; the former emphasizes the key researcher of the field, while the
latter highlights the masterpiece of work that impacts the research field.

In the network of Figure 7, nodes represent the cited situation of documents, and links
represent the co-citation relations between one node and another. The larger the node, the
higher frequency of citation of the document, indicating that the document is of great impor-
tance in EPW HMI methodology. “A Brain Controlled Wheelchair to Navigate in Familiar
Environments” co-authored by B. Rebsamen et al. with the biggest circle in Figure 7 is the
most cited article in our dataset, with 87 citations. Their work proposed a brain-controlled
wheelchair (BCW) with a slow but reliable P300-based BCI for destination selection and
a faster BCI for stopping. Their BCW enabled users to move to various locations in a
familiar environment in less time and with significantly less control effort, emphasizing the
importance of safety and efficiency in EPW HMI [42]. The second-most frequently co-cited
article is by I. Iturrate et al., describing a non-invasive brain-actuated wheelchair with a
P300 neurophysiological protocol and automated navigation, giving users the flexibility to
use the device in unknown and evolving scenarios. Their overall results showed the great
adaptation, high robustness, and low variability of the system [9]. In [43,44], researchers
used an asynchronous non-invasive BCI to control a wheelchair or mobile robot. There are
two types of protocols, synchronous and asynchronous, used for EEG-based wheelchair
control. The synchronous protocol fixes a direction before reaching the destination, while
the asynchronous protocol allows the user to interact with the wheelchair spontaneously
rather than having to wait for external cues, providing the possibility of continuous control.
T. Carlson et al. proposed a shared control architecture that combines the intelligence and
desires of users with the accuracy of electric wheelchairs, emphasizing the importance of
human factors in wheelchair evaluation. They used an asynchronous motor imagery-based
BCI protocol for spontaneous wheelchair control and concluded that although the training
procedure for motor-imagery-based BCIs might take longer than that for stimulus-driven
P300 systems, it is ultimately meaningful and rewarding [45,46]. In [10], researchers in-
troduced a hybrid BCI combining the motor-imagery-based mu rhythm and the P300
potential to control the direction and speed of the wheelchair, while, in [30], researchers
proposed a hybrid BCI system combining the P300 potential and the SSVEP to improve
the performance of asynchronous wheelchair control. Their results demonstrated that,
with the use of two or more brain patterns, hybrid BCIs can reach their destinations more
effectively than conventional BCI systems. In [17], researchers focused on the application
of BCIs and identified four application areas where the disabled can greatly benefit from
advancements in BCI technology, namely communication and control, motor substitution,
entertainment, and motor recovery. They reviewed the current state of BCI applications and
proposed their expectations for development in key areas such as the design of hybrid BCI
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architectures, the conception of adaptation algorithms, the exploitation of mental states, the
incorporation of human-computer interaction principles, and the development of novel BCI
technology and EEG devices. In [47], researchers reviewed present-day BCIs and pointed
out key issues for the future of BCI-based communication and control, including the extent
to which this control depends on normal brain function, identification of the most fitted
feature-extraction approach for translating these features into device control commands,
and the adoption of precise and objective procedures for evaluating BCI performance.

It can be seen from these analyses that the landmark studies on EPW HMI methodol-
ogy research mostly focus on BCWs. These studies conform the critical role and widespread
application of BCI in EPW HMI, indicate the main neurophysiological protocols used in BCI-
based HMI, and reflect the continuous improvement of BCI-based EPW HMI performance.
Two studies introducing the shared control architecture demonstrate that man-machine
collaborative control is an adoptive form of cooperation between humans and machines
in EPW HMI because it fuses multiple information sources, decides on appropriate ma-
neuvers for execution, takes advantage of the respective benefits of humans and machines,
and reduces the workload of human operators. In addition, safety, efficiency, accuracy,
and user workload were important metrics for EPW HMI evaluation in these studies,
showing that traditional machine performance and human factors are both considerations
in determining the success of EPW HMI design.

Table 7. Top 10 most cited references in EPW HMI methodology research.

Ranking Author Year Reference Citation Count

1 B. Rebsamen 2010 A Brain Controlled Wheelchair to Navigate in
Familiar Environments [42] 87

2 I. Iturrate 2009
A Noninvasive Brain-Actuated Wheelchair Based

on a P300 Neurophysiological Protocol and
Automated Navigation [9]

79

3 F. Galan 2008
A Brain-Actuated Wheelchair: Asynchronous

and Non-invasive Brain-Computer Interfaces for
Continuous Control of Robots [43]

66

4 T. Carlson 2013 Brain-Controlled Wheelchairs: A Robotic
Architecture [45] 54

5 J. Y. Long 2012
A Hybrid Brain Computer Interface to Control
the Direction and Speed of a Simulated or Real

Wheelchair [10]
52

6 J. D. R. Millan 2010
Combining Brain-Computer Interfaces and
Assistive Technologies: State-of-the-Art and

Challenges [17]
37

7 Y. Q. Li 2013
A Hybrid BCI System Combining P300 and

SSVEP and Its Application to Wheelchair Control
[30]

37

8 J. R. Wolpaw 2002 Brain–Computer Interfaces for Communication
and Control [47] 36

9 T. Carlson 2012
Collaborative Control for a Robotic Wheelchair:

Evaluation of Performance, Attention, and
Workload [46]

31

10 J. D. Millan 2004 Noninvasive Brain-Actuated Control of a Mobile
Robot by Human EEG [44] 30
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4.5. Mapping and Analysis by Keyword

Keyword analysis is used to gain more insight into the substance of a field and can
identify current research hotspots and future directions [41]. CiteSpace can detect keywords
with the highest frequency and align them based on their appearance time. These functions
can be used to depict the knowledge structure of focus and potential future trends visually.
To reduce noise, we first combined words with the same meaning, such as brain-computer
interface; electroencephalogram (EEG), and electroencephalogram; people and individual;
disabled person and disabled people.

Table 8 lists the top 20 keywords in terms of their frequency in EPW HMI methodology
research, while Table 9 classifies them into four dimensions—technology, information,
people, and society—based on the I-model proposed in [48]. Both Tables 8 and 9 show
more hotspots in general, focusing on the dimensions of technology and information
rather than people and society. Among these keywords, BCI (271) is the most used word,
reflecting the importance and popularity of BCI technology in EPW HMI methodology
research, consistent with the previous observations of landmarks. Besides BCI, we also
found that, within the technology and information dimensions, researchers focus more
on the application of communication protocols, assistive technology, and classification
algorithms to improve the performance of EPW HMI. In addition, researchers have used
technologies originally developed for mobile robots to create smart wheelchairs that reduce
the physical, perceptual, and cognitive skills necessary to operate a power wheelchair
for individuals with severe dysfunction disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
(ALS), spinal cord injury (SCI), and muscle dystrophy (MS) [13,49]. Different kinds of input
methods, such as joysticks [2,50], voice commands [51,52], the sip-and-puff interface [6],
BCI [9,10,17,43], the tongue drive system (TDS) [7,8,32–35], the head gesture based interface
(HGI) [53,54], the eye-controlled interface [3,39,55–61], the EMG-based interface [62,63], and
the multimodal interface [64,65], have been used in EPW HMI to accommodate the disabled.
Some examples of the remarkable technological advances in EPW HMI methodology in
recent years are shown in detail in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Examples of the remarkable technological advances in EPW HMI methodology in recent years. (a) A wheelchair 
data logger: proposed to capture data from human-wheelchair interaction for the head-foot steering system [54] (Re-
printed with permission from ref. [54]. Copyright 2021 MDPI); (b) A facial expression-controlled wheelchair: based on a 
combination of neural networks (NN) and specific image preprocessing steps, providing an efficient hands-free option, 
allowing the user to drive the wheelchair using its facial expressions which can be flexibly updated [66] (Reprinted with 
permission from ref. [66]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier); (c) An Eye-controlled wheelchair system: based on gaze detection and 

Figure 8. Examples of the remarkable technological advances in EPW HMI methodology in recent years. (a) A wheelchair
data logger: proposed to capture data from human-wheelchair interaction for the head-foot steering system [54] (Reprinted
with permission from ref. [54]. Copyright 2021 MDPI); (b) A facial expression-controlled wheelchair: based on a combination
of neural networks (NN) and specific image preprocessing steps, providing an efficient hands-free option, allowing the user
to drive the wheelchair using its facial expressions which can be flexibly updated [66] (Reprinted with permission from
ref. [66]. Copyright 2021 Elsevier); (c) An Eye-controlled wheelchair system: based on gaze detection and environment
recognition, allowing the passenger to move in the unknown environment by gazing towards the direction he or she wants
to [61] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [61]. Copyright 2021 MDPI); (d) A Robotic Wheelchair operated using the head
gesture: detecting the movement of the head, transmitting and processing the signal for mobility assistance, designed in a
cost-effective way but ensures safety, flexibility, and mobility [67] (Reprinted with permission from ref. [67]. Copyright
2021 Elsevier).
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Table 8. Top 20 keywords in terms of their frequency in EPW HMI methodology research.

Ranking Keyword Frequency Dimension

1 BCI 271 Technology
2 Wheelchair 254 Technology
3 EEG 141 Information
4 System 85 All
5 Assistive technology 63 Technology
6 Motor imagery 62 technology
7 People 59 People
8 Communication 56 Information
9 Rehabilitation 47 Society
10 Computer interface 43 Technology
11 Classification 43 Information
12 P300 42 Information
13 Intelligent wheelchair 39 Technology
14 Interface 38 Technology
15 Spinal cord injury 36 People
16 Performance 32 Technology
17 SSVEP 21 Information
18 Robot 21 Technology
19 Design 20 Society
20 Actuated wheelchair 16 Technology

Table 9. Keywords of EPW HMI methodology research in the I-model.

Technology Aspect Information Aspect People Aspect Society Aspect

BCI EEG System System
Wheelchair System People Rehabilitation

System Communication Spinal cord injury Design
Intelligent wheelchair P300
Assistive technology Classification

Motor imagery SSVEP
Interface

Actuated wheelchair
Computer interface

Performance
Robot

To determine the evolution of the research focus, a time zone view of the keywords
is illustrated in Figure 9, and this visualization arranges the keywords according to the
time of their first appearance. EOG and EMG were used as input interfaces for EPW
HMI before 2007 [39,68]. The extensive appearance of intelligent wheelchairs, BCI, and
EEG in 2007, consistent with the first sharp increase in EPW HMI methodology research
publications stated in Section 3.1, indicates that research on brain-controlled wheelchairs
has flourished since 2007 due to the advancement of BCI technology and EEG application.
Motor imagery, P300, and SSVEP appeared in 2012, 2014, and the same year 2014, respec-
tively, indicating that research has focused on further exploration of BCI-based HMI to
realize better humanized control (continuous control and prevention on fatigue driving) of
wheelchairs [9,10,30,45,69–71]. The appearance of signals, recognition, feature extraction,
classification, and neural networks focusing on information processing and shared control
focusing on control strategies proves that not only machine performance (efficiency and
accuracy) but also human factors (comfort and independence) are increasingly considered
in EPW HMI research [72–79]. The relatively large nodes of the time zone map in recent
years, such as speed, tetraplegia, brain, switch, eye movement, and human-robot interac-
tion, demonstrate that speed control (high speed, low speed) and state (moving forward,
stopped) or control mode switching [80–83], the application of computer technology (neu-
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ral network, deep learning) [84], the development of novel EOG-based HMI [85], and the
accessibility of people with tetraplegia [86], have become hot topics in recent years.
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In summary, according to the evolution of the research focus, it can be found that more
research has focused on humanized control (smooth continuous control and prevention on
fatigue driving) and the addition of human intention in a control framework and strategy.
Therefore, we believe that an intelligentized and humanized EPW HMI system based on
human-machine collaborative control is emerging to be a hot trend in years to come. To
clarify, “intelligentize” denotes a gradual integration of computer and robotics technology,
to optimize the autonomous property in control and interaction continuously. In this work,
the term “humanization” or “humanizing” refers to a design processing that respects and
considers human patterns such as behavior, physiological character, and psychological
factors. It refers to a hybrid evolution of design and engineering process, from functional
and technological aspects to human-centered methodology, including but not limited to
usability, feasibility and user experience designing. Specifically, the trend of humanization
is observed for EPW HMI, using essential aspects of Nielsen usability principles, such
as “User control and freedom”, “Consistency and standards”, “Recognition rather than
recall”, have been valued in the design process. Human-machine collaboration means that
the human-machine active-passive hybrid mode based on a shared control strategy is to
replace the conventional human-dominated control mode, which empowers users with
extra degrees of freedom. This mode not only plays a supporting role but also preserves
part of the users’ independence. In addition, technological advances permit data acquisition
by means of wireless, mobile, wearable, and low-cost devices, providing a possibility of
a wider range of daily-life applications of EPW HMI methodology. At the same time,
new aspects not considered before have become challenges that we must face to translate
these interaction methods from proof-of-concept prototypes to reliable applications. In
terms of the application of BCI, the roadblocks faced on the translation include safety and
biocompatibility of invasive approaches, as well as wearability and ergonomics of non-
invasive recording techniques. In the latter case, the main reason preventing EEG-based
BCIs from being widely used is arguably their poor usability, which is notably due to their
low robustness and reliability, as well as their often long calibration and training times,
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although, BCIs based on P300, SSVEP generally require shorter training periods [16,87].
Fortunately, some researchers have been making efforts to accelerate the application of BCI.
Minguillon J et.al presented a critical review of EEG artifact removal approaches and gave
some directions and guidelines (use multiple-step procedures, define and characterize most
of artifacts evoked in daily-life EEG-BCI) for upcoming research [88]. Chavarriaga R et al.
summarized several methodological aspects (integrate the user’s needs and preferences
into the design of the BCI solution; overcome pitfalls at the user training level; be cautious
on the application and evaluation of digital signal processing and pattern recognition
methods; and embrace the interdisciplinary nature of BCI) that need to be taken into
account in order to deploy BCI systems to intended end-users successfully [89]. The EPW
HMI methodology still has a long way to go from the laboratories to life scenarios. How to
provide more efficient, smart, and considerate services to end-users, how to evaluate the
applicability and benefits of the EPW HMI methodology for the disabled, and how much
contribution it brings to society will become interesting questions in the future.

5. Conclusions

This paper applied CiteSpace as a bibliometric analytical tool to conduct an analysis
of EPW HMI methodology research. Based on bibliometric analysis, this article analyzed
1154 publications related to EPW HMI methodology from 1998 to 2020, retrieved from the
WOS database, and identified the research status of and future potential research trends in
this field.

A number of insights can be drawn from the results. First, research on the EPW HMI
methodology has gained a lot of ground since 1998. The research and development of this
field is an interdisciplinary problem, requiring multidisciplinary collaboration. Second,
research on the EPW HMI methodology is dominated by the United States, China, Japan,
and the UK because of the introduction of policies and legislation, the establishment of
organizations and institutions, and the implementation of assistance programs. Institutions
and researchers from these countries have made great contributions to this research field.
Third, according to the bibliometric study, the most studied EPW HMI technology is BCI.
Being different from other primary HMI methods, BCI is purely in the laboratory stage
instead of being available on the real market. Other HMI methods, such as voice driving,
eye tracking, SnP, TDS, and EMG control, are also used in EPW HMI to accommodate the
users. Although BCI gains most attention in current research, it has relatively few successful
cases in practical applications. Finally, in general, hotspots focus on the dimensions of
technology and information rather than people and society. Increasingly hot topics include
the enhancement of interaction system performance and the integration of human factors
over time. Based on the evolution of the research foci, we believe that research around
intellectualization and humanization are emerging among the top trends in the context
of EPW HMI research. In summary, based on the main findings discussed above, we
believe that researchers may find new insights into the combination of intelligence and the
humanization of EPW HMI systems based on the human-machine collaboration, making
more theoretical, methodological, and practical contributions.

It is worth noting that HMIs without considering application and practice scenarios
are meaningless. For example, at the practical level, the affordable solution with best efforts
on usability is a primary goal, e.g., joysticks, audio, and haptics; at the laboratory level, the
fancy HMI that embraces the latest progress from interdisciplinary collaboration towards
achieving a feat that balances the human-machine cooperative perception, information
conveying capability and efficiency, as well as user experience, without much consideration
of commercialization, e.g., eye-sight tracing, extracorporeal BCI, EEG; at the prospective
level, there would be numerous attempts not only to borrow strength from relevant research
fields but also to conduct fundamental research towards forward-thinking technology and
methodology to enhance the HMI in EPW, e.g., implantable BCI, wireless EEG.

Previous studies have investigated how to enhance the performance of EPW HMI in
different ways from the dimensions of technology and information. From the dimensions
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of people and society, how to evaluate the applicability and benefits of the EPW HMI
methodology for the disabled and how much contribution it brings to society will become
an interesting question in the future.

Compared to existing research in the field, we combined network maps and informa-
tion tables to conduct an objective, systematic quantitative analysis; summarized previous
research; and provided possible research trends for readers. Our study gives insight into
EPW HMI methodology research, provides valuable information for upcoming researchers,
and hopefully promotes relevant assistive research for the elderly and the disabled. The
contributions of this work include: (1) To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
up-to-date systematical review work on relevant HMI for the EPW which is essential for
the EPW human-machine loop and socio-technical meaning; (2) This work interprets the
EPW HMI objective quantitative bibliometric analysis, which differs from the conventional
qualitative review. It does not only summarize merits of state-of-art works but also predicts
possible research trends for readers who are new to the field; (3) This work focuses not
only on the aspects of engineering and intelligence, but also includes relevant works from
the field of socio-technical system design and interaction design. Compared with review
works from a purely engineering viewpoint, our work is solid regarding interdisciplinary
research and cooperation.

However, there are still some inherent limitations of this study, and researchers
could focus on the following areas in the future: (1) Researchers tending to cite their
own publications may affect co-citation analysis results. Self-citation should be accounted
for and eliminated in future research. (2) Future research may consider analyzing more
comprehensive publications (e.g., English and non-English literature) related to the EPW
HMI methodology to arrive at more robust conclusions.
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